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While smartphones have enriched our lives with diverse applications and functionalities, the user experience still often
involves manual cumbersome inputs. To purchase a bottle of water for instance, a user must locate an e-commerce app, type
the keyword for a search, select the right item from the list, and finally place an order. This process could be greatly simplified
if the smartphone identifies the object of interest and automatically executes the user preferred actions for the object. We
present Knocker that identifies the object when a user simply knocks on an object with a smartphone. The basic principle of
Knocker is leveraging a unique set of responses generated from the knock. Knocker takes a multimodal sensing approach
that utilizes microphones, accelerometers, and gyroscopes to capture the knock responses, and exploits machine learning to
accurately identify objects. We also present 15 applications enabled by Knocker that showcase the novel interaction method
between users and objects. Knocker uses only the built-in smartphone sensors and thus is fully deployable without specialized
hardware or tags on either the objects or the smartphone. Our experiments with 23 objects show that Knocker achieves an
accuracy of 98% in a controlled lab and 83% in the wild.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Heading towards a connected world, a smartphone plays an essential role as the interface between the physical
objects and online services. For example, we use smartphones to look up how to operate a coffee machine,
purchase water on e-commerce apps, and control IoT devices such as turning on a lamp with an app. Although
available through a sequence of simple taps on smartphones, connecting the physical world and smartphone
services yet includes a cumbersome process, especially when it is used repeatedly. When purchasing goods
through e-commerce smartphone apps for instance, a user has to follow a series of manual procedures, i.e.,
unlocking the phone, finding and launching the right app, locating the desired product inside the app, and
placing an order. Had the smartphone known the object of interest and the following routine of the user’s desired
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Fig. 1. An example knock on a bottle. Knocker identifies the object by analyzing a unique set of responses from the knock,
and automatically launches a proper application or service.

action involving the object, it would have shortened the procedure and provided a more seamless and efficient
interaction between the physical objects and smartphone services.
With the recent rise of speech recognition, voice command systems such as Apple Siri, Google Assistant,

and Amazon Alexa have been suggested to provide quicker and easier interaction with the objects. Although
the technology is promising, it still suffers from low accuracy [8] rooting from innate complexity of natural
languages (e.g., numerous languages and dialects [37]), and privacy and security concerns [18, 30, 33, 42, 43].
Identifiable artificial markers are most commonly used to identify objects for interaction, such as barcodes, QR
codes, and RFID tags [24, 39]. The largest problem in this, however, is that it requires every single object to be
instrumented with a marker, which incurs additional cost in terms of both expense and efforts in deployment.
Recently, a wide range of sensing approaches from visual [4, 6] to electromagnetic (EM) based sensing [22, 38, 40]
have been studied to enable interaction with objects through object identification. However, existing methods
have limitations. Visual sensing approaches are highly dependent on lighting conditions and alignment of the
object in line of sight, or require a special hardware such as RGB-Depth cameras. EM sensing approaches require
specialized EM sensors as well, and are applicable to only electrical appliances that emit EM signals. Their
deployability is thus limited.
As a viable alternative, we introduce Knocker that identifies the object when a user simply “knocks” on an

object with a smartphone. Figure 1 illustrates an example knock on a bottle. Knocker aims to identify a set of
everyday objects that a user regularly interacts with and automatically launch a proper application or service.
The basic principle of Knocker is leveraging a unique set of responses generated by the knock on an object
according to its material, shape, size, etc. These responses are captured through a smartphone’s built-in sensors:
the sound from the microphone, and the motion from the accelerometer and gyroscope. With the multimodal
sensor data, Knocker in turn performs object identification by applying Support Vector Machine (SVM) to classify
the unique set of responses among others.

This new interaction method overcomes the limitations of existing work. Since Knocker leverages the unique
response from the knock on an object, it requires no implementation on objects. Knocker does not limit its
object coverage to electronic appliances. Furthermore, Knocker is fully functional on commodity off-the-shelf
smartphones without any augmentation, as modern smartphones are equipped with microphone, accelerometer,
and gyroscope. Moreover, its usability is not limited by lightning conditions (as in vision based approaches) or
complexity of language processing (as in voice based approaches).
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Utilizing accurate object identification from Knocker, we implement and present a wide range of applications,
such as seamless online purchase and information retrieval about the identified object. We also demonstrate
Knocker’s distinct functionality, “multi-knock,” which maps different services based on the number of knocks, to
enable multi-function mapping to a single object. This functionality expands the input space for interaction.
To understand the performance of Knocker, we first evaluated it with 20 users and 23 everyday objects in

a controlled lab environment. In addition to object identification accuracy, we measured the effectiveness of
utilizing motion sensors, the impact of noise and underlying objects, the capability of distinguishing similar
objects, and power consumption. We then took Knocker outside a quiet room and evaluated its in-the-wild
real-time performance in terms of accuracy, latency, false positives and negatives through real-world experiments
under diverse environments.
We make the following contributions: (i) we present a novel object identification method that leverages the

unique set of responses generated from knocking on an object; (ii) we devise a sensing pipeline to accurately
detect short knock signals among continuous sensor streams, which is robust to false positives and negatives;
(iii) we implement 15 fully functional applications that demonstrate the applicability and usability of Knocker,
especially its multi-knock functionality; and (iv) we performed an extensive evaluation of Knocker with 23 objects
under various environments and conditions. Our results indicate that Knocker achieves around 98% accuracy in
the lab and 83% accuracy in the wild with the identification latency of 229 ms.

2 RELATED WORK
We review different sensing approaches designed for object identification and interactive systems based on these
approaches.

2.1 Acoustic-based Object Identification
Acoustic-based approaches leverage unique acoustic responses of each object in various ways [5, 11, 15, 16, 21,
23, 25, 26, 34]. ViBand [21] utilizes bio-acoustic signals composed of micro-vibrations that are generated by the
objects and transmitted to the smartwatch accelerometers through the body. By modifying the kernel to increase
the sampling rate of the accelerometer, ViBand achieves high accuracy in correctly classifying the objects on a
commodity smartwatch. However, the set of detectable objects is restricted to mechanical or motor-powered
devices that are designed to generate constant vibrations such as a blender, a coffee grinder, or a saw.
Impact-based approaches have been studied for extended application of acoustic sensing on non-mechanical

everyday objects. Instead of utilizing the signals generated by the object itself, these approaches suggest exerting
an impact on the object and analyzing the response signals for identification. Luo et al. [26] use the sound
generated from knocking a marker pen to the object for object recognition, and Shi et al. [34] use only the
sound of knocking with a knuckle wearing a smartwatch. In addition to sound, Knocker exploits the motion
vibrations generated by a knock for higher accuracy and robustness to noise and environmental changes, which
is demonstrated through our extensive evaluation.
Object identification using multimodal acoustic sensing was proposed in our previous study [11]. This work

extends our previous work in the following ways: (i) we devise an improved sensing pipeline that is tolerant to
external noises, (ii) we emphasize the user interface design and technology by suggesting and implementing
various, fully functional applications, and (iii) we rigorously evaluate the system with a larger objects set under
diverse conditions including in-the-wild experiments.

2.2 Other Object Identification Approaches
Traditional object identification systems such as barcodes, QR (Quick Response) codes, and other fiducial mark-
ers [16, 19, 31] attach artificial markers to each object. CyberCode [31] for example, uses a unique 2D barcode
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Fig. 2. Knocker system overview.

attached to each object as a visual tag to enable augmented reality applications. Embedding electronic RFID tags in
objects has also been popular for recognizing objects and further providing interactions with the objects [24, 39].
Acoustic Barcodes [16] introduces identification tags with physical notches that produce a unique identifiable
sound on the surface of an object. ObjectSkin [12] utilizes hydroprinted touch sensors and displays augmented
on everyday objects. Although these approaches have high accuracy, it requires instrumenting every object of
interest with a marker, which incurs a considerable amount of deployment effort and cost.

Vision-based solutions rely on the natural visual information of objects captured through the camera without
per-object instrumentation [17, 29, 32]. For example, Maekawa et al. [29] recognized hand-held objects such
as toothbrush using wrist-worn cameras. On top of image recognition, some work further utilized the phone’s
location and device orientation to distinguish similar-looking objects [4, 6]. Despite the popularity and capability
to digest a diverse set of objects, the performance of visual approaches could degrade depending on lighting
conditions, angle, and line of sight. Chen et al. [4] constructed a 3D model that is robust to lighting conditions
and angle, but it requires an RGB-Depth camera that is seldom built in commodity smartphones.

Electromagnetic (EM) based approaches exploit sensing distinctive EM emissions of electrical, electro-mechanical,
and electronic devices through EM sensors [22, 28, 38, 40, 41]. EM signals are natural byproducts in every elec-
tronic device. EM-based approaches thus do not require per-object instrumentation, but EM signals could only
be sensed through a specialized sensor [41] or smartphones with additional hardware, such as antenna and
microcontroller [40]. While leveraging distinctive EM signals from appliances is shown to be accurate, EM-based
approaches are limited to identifying only electronic devices. Knocker instead targets a wider range of everyday
objects including non-electronics, and it runs on commodity off-the-shelf smartphones.

3 KNOCKER
Knocker identifies objects by analyzing a unique set of response from the knock. We explain Knocker’s design
goals, basic principle, technical components and the multi-knock functionality.

3.1 Design Goals & Challenges
We present Knocker as an alternative object identification technique to mitigate the limitations of prior approaches.
Specifically, we list our design goals and challenges as the following:
• Handy interaction: A desired object identification system should be ready for ease of use. It should
simplify users’ manual actions (such as executing a camera app to take a picture) required to trigger the
desired service.
• Real-time: An object identification system should rapidly identify objects so that it would not incur high
latency that would harm user experience. Therefore, the sensing pipeline and classification model should
be designed carefully to support the real-time interaction.
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• Robustness: Object identification should be robust to environmental changes such as external noises and
the variety of underlying objects. Also, an object identification system should minimize unwanted triggers
and undetected users’ intentions, i.e., false positives/negatives.
• Commodity-only: The prevalent approaches in object identification augment objects with markers (e.g.,
QR-code and RFID) or require special-purpose hardware (e.g., RGB-D camera and EM sensors). We aim to
be free of those augmentations or additional hardware so as to reduce the cost and effort and enable wide
deployability.

3.2 Basic Principle
When a user knocks on an object with a smartphone (left illustration in Figure 2), the knock generates a unique
set of responses based on the properties of the object, e.g., material, shape, and size. The basic principle of Knocker
is analyzing the set of responses to identify each object. The most intuitive feature of the knock is the sound
generated by the contact between the smartphone and the object, which is captured by the built-in microphone
of the smartphone.
In addition to sound, a knock also exerts a force to the smartphone as the form of acceleration and angular

velocity. Each object exhibits a different pattern of the force, and it is captured by the rapid changes in the built-in
accelerometer and gyroscope sensor values in the smartphone. As using only sound is susceptible to noise, in
addition to the knock sound, we leverage the accelerometer and gyroscope values that are both distinctive per
object and noise-tolerant, to identify objects.

3.3 System Overview
Figure 2 illustrates the overview of Knocker. As Knocker aims to provide handy interaction without manual
interventions from users, it continuously listens to sensors as a background process. When a user with a
smartphone knocks on an object, a bottle in this example, Knocker detects the peak of the amplitudes of both the
sound and the accelerometer values as the signal of a knock, and extracts only the knock-related segments from
the raw data. Knocker then determines whether the current response is from an actual knock or falsely triggered
from noise by analyzing the frequency distribution of the accelerometer values. Once the input is identified as a
knock, Knocker calculates the features from the raw data. The features are put into a machine learning classifier
and the classier outputs the classified object, e.g., a bottle.

3.4 Knock Detection
Knocker aims to support real-time identification on the knock while ensuring high accuracy with limited false
positives/negatives. Manually launching the Knocker app (similar to launching a camera app in vision-based
object identification) and providing an input (i.e., a knock) hinders our design goal of handy interaction. Knocker
therefore continuously listens to sensor streams in the background in order to trigger a desirable service when
a knock is detected. Since a “knock” response is very short (under 80 ms), Knocker must correctly detect and
extract the right part of the knock response. Knocker thus involves a unique sensing pipeline, Knock Detection, to
achieve the aforementioned goals.

3.4.1 Peak Detection. When a user knocks on an object, there appears an abrupt peak in the amplitude of both
sound and accelerometer, and the values decrease as the time passes. Knocker utilizes this characteristic of knocks
and monitors the built-in microphone and accelerometer in a smartphone to detect a knock. If there are peaks
above the predefined thresholds in both sound and accelerometer, Knocker regards these peaks as a possible
sign of a knock and begins buffering the knock-related streams of sensors (sound, accelerometer, and gyroscope
values) for further computation.
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Fig. 3. Accelerometer response of (a) a knock and (b) a pseudo knock. The top figures represent the response in time domain
and the bottom figures represent the response in frequency domain.

Because of the audio latency problem [7] mainly caused by the audio buffering process, there is delay between
the peak of the accelerometer and that of the sound after a knock. Audio latency is difficult to predict and varies
with the buffer size, smartphone models and OS versions [1, 10]. Since Knocker deals with a short signal of under
80 ms, the latency problem is critical in correctly extracting signal chunks of interest. With the intuition that
knock responses start with peaks followed by oscillations, Knocker handle the audio latency by seeking a possible
peak of sound after detecting the peak in the accelerometer. When Knocker observes the peak in sound, it regards
the current sensor values as the response of a knock and proceeds to Response Pruning. The latency is around
20-150 ms in our prototype using Google Pixel 2 and the system disregards the peak of accelerometer unless a
sound peak appears within 200 ms.

3.4.2 Response Pruning. From the series of raw data, only the knock-related responses must be extracted to
exclude noise (e.g., ambient noise for sound and body movements for accelerometer and gyroscope) and minimize
computation. This process, called response pruning, is started in Knocker by aligning the sound response with
the accelerometer and the gyroscope. It utilizes the peaks in the aligning process and extracts 4,096 samples for
sound and 32 samples for both accelerometer and gyroscope from the beginning of the knock. We selected these
values based on our experiment study that investigates the duration of knock responses with 23 objects. We
found that the duration varies per object, and ranges roughly from 20 ms to 80 ms. Given 48 kHz is the common
sampling rate for the built-in microphone and 400 Hz for both accelerometer and gyroscope, this matches 85 ms
for sound and 80 ms for accelerometer and gyroscope. This setting sufficiently captures the knock response and
also minimizes containing data unrelated to a knock and thus computation overhead.

3.4.3 Knock Validation. The peak detection approach could be susceptible to accidental changes in both ac-
celerometer values and sound. For example, a user who is swinging her smartphone in a noisy environment might
trigger Knocker. This false positive could harm user experience. To reduce false positives, Knocker evaluates
whether the current response is from an actual knock. We compared the responses from a real knock and a pseudo
knock (swinging the phone in the air as if knocking on an object). Figure 3 shows the accelerometer responses
from the actual knock and the pseudo knock are different; a real knock has more high-frequency components
because of the rapid changes of the accelerometer values, while a pseudo knock has more low-frequency com-
ponents. We define the ratio of the sum of the high-frequency components (higher than 15 Hz) to the sum of
the low-frequency components (lower than 15 Hz) and use this ratio to examine whether the current streams of
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Table 1. Features used in the classifier.

Raw sensor stream Extracted Features

Sound (4,096)
Magnitude spectrum (2,049),
Log magnitude spectrum (2,049),
MFCCs (104)

Accelerometer (32) Magnitude spectrum (129)
Gyroscope (32) Magnitude spectrum (129)

inputs are a knock, as follows:

FSumh =
∑

fi>15 Hz
fi ,

FSuml =
∑

fi<15 Hz
fi ,

Ratio = FSumh/FSuml

where fi is each element of the spectrum from the accelerometer response, FSumh is the sum of high-frequency
components, and FSuml is the sum of low-frequency components. We regard a knock as valid if the ratio is
greater than 2 in the experiment.

3.5 Classification
3.5.1 Feature Extraction. We use three types of features for sound: the magnitude spectrum, the log magnitude
spectrum, and mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCCs) [44]. In addition to the magnitude spectrum derived
from the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT), we also use the log magnitude spectrum. While the magnitude spectrum
effectively represents the prominent peaks in certain frequencies per object, the log magnitude spectrum boosts
frequency contents of the acoustic signal with relatively low power that might also carry unique information per
object. According to our experiments, using both sets of features gives higher classification accuracy than the
individual ones.
The MFCCs, commonly used for automatic speech recognition, are widely used features derived by spacing

the frequency bands according to the human auditory system [5, 9, 26, 35]. Our intuition behind using MFCCs is
that human can discern the distinctive knock sounds from different objects.
We use the magnitude spectrum of the x-axis of the accelerometer and the z-axis of the gyroscope in con-

sideration of the orientation of the knock with the length-256 FFT. To obtain higher frequency resolution, we
apply zero-padding to the 32 samples of the gyroscope signal. These features are summarized in Table 1. The
feature sets were determined after exploration of feature selection processes and different sets of features, such
as statistical features (mean, variance, etc.), pair-wise band ratio, and derivatives. However, they degraded the
accuracy or only slightly improved the accuracy at the expense of calculation overhead.

3.5.2 Classifier. We employ a sequential minimal optimization (SMO) based Support Vector Machine (c = 1.0,
ϵ = 0.01, polynomial kernel with E = 1.0) as the classifier, provided by the Weka machine learning toolkit [14].
SVM is a widely used machine learning technique that constructs an optimal hyperplane for classification. We
adopt SVM since it requires less training data and runtime complexity compared with deep learning techniques
and outperforms other classifiers in our experiments. Also, SVM models are well known for its resistance to
overfitting due to high dimensionality owing to regularization. We tune the hyperparameters of regularization to
minimize overfitting.
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a b c d

Fig. 4. Object-specific applications: knocking on (a) a pot to launch a cooking timer, (b) bicycle to mark the parking location,
(c) a water bottle to order online, and (d) a fire extinguisher to view the usage instructions.

a b c

Fig. 5. Context-based device control: knocking on (a) a textbook to turn off the music and turn on the light for studying;
(b) the headboard at night to turn off the light and set the alarm and the Do Not Disturb mode; and (c) the headboard in the
morning to dismiss the alarm, turn on the light and listen to news.

3.6 Multi-Knock
A knock intrinsically has a discrete characteristic; in other words, one can count the number of knocks. We
could leverage this discrete nature of a knock to expand the input space; one can map a different function
to a different number of knocks in sequence. For instance, a single knock to a coffee machine launches the
user manual, and a double knock links to the coffee bean purchase service. This concept is similar to the
single and double clicks of computer mouse or touch systems. The capability of expanding the input space
is a distinctive characteristic of Knocker compared with existing methods such as tag-based [16, 19, 31] and
continuous sensing [21, 22, 28, 38, 40, 41] approaches. We implement multi-knock by counting the number of
sequential knocks. Specifically, if the classified object is registered in the multiple-knock enabled object list,
Knocker waits for up to 500 ms (empirically chosen but configurable) for additional knocks, counts the number
of knocks, and maps to the predefined application according to the object and the number of knocks.

4 APPLICATIONS WITH KNOCKER
We introduce various example applications of Knocker.We implemented these applications that are fully functional
on commodity off-the-shelf Android phones (please see the Supplemental Video). Our knock detection and
classification pipeline runs as a background service. Once the object is identified, the service executes the
predefined action through Android Intent, according to the classified object.

4.1 Object-Specific Applications
Knocker can trigger applications that are related to the use of the identified object. For example, using a cooking
pot often involves the use of a timer when cooking time-sensitive food, e.g., pasta or eggs. When a user knocks
on a pot handle, Knocker can automatically start the timer based on the user’s preferences, e.g., ten minutes
for spaghetti (Figure 4(a)). For a bicycle rider, Knocker can record the latest parking location when the user
knocks on the saddle (Figure 4(b)). Knocking on consumer goods can launch an appropriate e-commerce app or
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1 Single knock

2   Double knock

3   Triple knock a b c

2 1 2 3 1 2 31

Fig. 6. Multi-knock applications: knocking on (a) a laptop once to transmit a photo from the smartphone, and twice to
receive an audio file from the laptop; (b) a coffee machine once to open up the manual, twice to purchase coffee beans online,
and three times to call the service center; and (c) a guitar once to open a tuner, twice to open a metronome, and three times
to show sheet music.

website and retrieves the result of searching the object (Figure 4(c)). People often interact with shared objects
that require a piece of information (e.g., instructions, password, etc.) to use. Knocker can shorten the information
retrieval process with a knock. Especially for emergency situations such as fire, it can provide quick usage
instructions (Figure 4(d)).

4.2 Context-Aware IoT Control
Knocker can infer the user’s context by identifying the object in interaction and control the context-related IoT
devices. Knocking on a book for instance, could be considered as “going to study” (Figure 5(a)). Knocker can set
up a studying environment by turning on the smart lamp and muting the music.

Adding more contextual feature can enhance Knocker’s functionality. For example, utilizing time information
can make Knocker provide different actions depending on the time of day. Knocking on the headboard at
night infers going to bed, thus Knocker sets the alarm, activates the Do Not Disturb mode, and turns off the
lights (Figure 5(b)). On the other hand, knocking on it in the morning infers waking up, and Knocker dismisses
the alarm, turns the lights on, and triggers headlines briefing in voice (Figure 5(c)).

4.3 Multi-Knock Applications
For certain objects, users interact with them in various ways. Knocker takes advantage of the discreteness
of the knock to support multiple applications for an object through “multi-knock.” Figure 6 illustrates three
objects that leverage the multi-knock feature. If a user knocks once on a laptop, it transmits the latest photo
taken from the smartphone to the laptop, while knocking twice downloads a music file from the laptop to the
smartphone (Figure 6(a)). For a coffee machine, knocking once opens the user manual, twice links to the coffee
bean or capsule seller, and three times calls the customer service center (Figure 6(b)). For a guitar, knocking once
launches a guitar tuner, twice launches a metronome, and three times shows sheet music (Figure 6(c)).

5 IN-LAB EVALUATION
The goal of our in-lab study is to evaluate the performance of Knocker with different objects and users. We
tested Knocker to answer the following questions: (i) How accurate is Knocker with different knock styles of
different users? (ii) Can Knocker leverage training data of others without personalized training data? (iii) How do
environmental changes affect Knocker’s accuracy? (iv) Can Knocker distinguish similar objects? (v) How much
energy does Knocker consume?

5.1 Experiment Settings & Procedures
We conducted an IRB-approved user study experiment with 20 participants (aged 20-40, mean 24.4; 5 females; 1
left-handed). The 23 objects used in the experiment are shown in Figure 7. To consider a real-world situation,
each object was knocked on while placed in its typical use condition; for instance, the smartwatch was worn on a
wrist, a guitar was on a knee, a hair dryer was grabbed by the hand, etc. Each object has a knock area (dotted
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knock 
area

(a) Book (b) Book holder (c) Coffee machine (d) Laptop (e) Mirror (f) Tissue box (g) Monitor (h) Pot (i) Router (j) Purse (k) Hair dryer (l) Spray

(m) Water bottle (n) Medicine bottle (o) Glass jar (p) Paper cup (q) Tumbler (r) Tablet PC (s) Smartwatch (t) Bicycle (u) Fire extinguisher (v) Stool (w) Guitar

Fig. 7. 23 objects used in our evaluation. Each object is placed on its usual condition (e.g., laptop on a desk, smartwatch on a
wrist, guitar on knees) and is knocked on the knock area

Table 2. Average identification accuracy with per-user and leave-one-user-out classifiers tested in a quiet room. Accuracy of
individual feature set is specified. “Sound only” refers to using MagSpec, LogSpec, and MFCC, while “All” refers to using all
features.

MagSpec LogSpec MFCC Acc. Gyro. Sound only All
Per-User Classifier 93.26% 91.30% 96.74% 48.04% 37.17% 98.26% 98.26%

Leave-One-User-Out Classifier 90.65% 88.70% 92.83% 43.26% 29.78% 95.00% 96.74%

rectangles in Figure 7) that we consider is likely to be knocked when in practical use; for example when cooking,
it would be natural to knock on the grip of the pot, not the body. Different users might prefer to knock different
areas and we discuss the knock area in Section 7.1.

We used Pixel 2 smartphones for experiments. Two of the authors performed a pilot study with four different
phone models (Pixel 2, Pixel 1, Essential Phone, and Nexus 5) and their accuracy variation was within 5%. We
chose Pixel 2 that showed the best performance among them.

Training dataset was collected in a quiet room. Participants were asked to knock on various parts of the objects
within the knock area, in order to prevent over-fitting to a specific spot of the object. We put no constraints on
the strength and speed of the knock, the hand and body postures, and their smartphone grip. To avoid over-fitting
to a specific smartphone grip and hand/body postures, (i) we divided training data collection into 10 rounds; (ii)
participants knocked every 23 objects 10 times in each round; and (iii) participants regripped the phone every
round. For the smartwatch, users took it off and put it back on every round. In total, each user collected 2,300
knocks for training data. One knock per object was collected by each participant for the test set.

5.2 Results & Analysis
We first analyze the classification accuracy of Knocker by comparing per-user classifiers and leave-one-user-out
classifiers, and then visualize knock responses to further understand the performance of Knocker.

5.2.1 Per-User Classifier. As Knocker targets everyday objects that a person regularly interacts with, we first
evaluate Knocker’s performance using per-user classifiers. For each user, we used 100 knocks to each object for
training (a total of 2,300 for training) and each user tested each object once after training. The result is shown in
the first row of Table 2. The average accuracy across 20 users is 98.26% (SD=3.48%). The variation in accuracy
might be caused by different knock styles from different users (e.g., grip, strength, etc.).
For per-user classifiers, data collection process might be burdensome for individuals. We thus analyze the

accuracy based on the amount of training data per object (see Figure 8). As expected, accuracy improves with
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Fig. 8. Accuracy as a function of the amount of training data per object. Per-user classifiers are used.

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g) (h) (i) (j) (k) (l) (m) (n) (o) (p) (q) (r) (s) (t) (u) (v) (w)

Book (a) 20 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Book holder (b) 0 19 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Coffee machine (c) 0 2 17 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Laptop (d) 0 0 0 20 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Mirror (e) 0 1 0 0 18 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Tissue box (f) 0 0 0 0 0 20 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Monitor (g) 0 0 0 0 0 0 19 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0

Pot (h) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 20 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Router (i) 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 19 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Purse (j) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 20 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Hair dryer (k) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 20 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Spray (l) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 18 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0

Water bottle (m) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 20 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Medicine bottle (n) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 20 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Glass jar (o) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 20 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Paper cup (p) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 20 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Tumbler (q) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 20 0 0 0 0 0 0

Tablet PC (r) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 20 0 0 0 0 0

Smartwatch (s) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 19 0 0 0 0

Bicycle (t) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 20 0 0 0

Fire extinguisher (u) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 19 0 0

Stool (v) 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 17 0

Guitar (w) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 20

Fig. 9. Confusion matrix of 23 objects. Rows are actual classes and columns are predicted classes. Leave-one-user-out (LOUO)
classifiers are used.

more training data. Interestingly, only ten knocks per object achieves around 80% accuracy with 23 objects. With
60 knocks per object, Knocker exceeds 97% accuracy. In addition, we investigate the time taken to collect the
training data. For each user, we logged the time taken to finish collecting 2,300 knocks. On average, 39.8 minutes
were taken (SD=9.2 minutes) for data collection. This is roughly less than 2 minutes for collecting 100 knocks per
object. We believe this is not a huge burden for a user to scale Knocker to possible new objects of interest.

5.2.2 Leave-One-User-Out Classifier. Whether Knocker can be trained with existing data from others is an
important question to build a general model of Knocker. There could be a concern that the knock responses
are overfitted to the personal training data. To evaluate whether utilizing training data from others would still
provide high accuracy, we used the model trained from the data collected by the other 19 users and tested on
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(a) Book
(b) Book holder
(c) Coffee machine
(d) Laptop
(e) Mirror
(f) Tissue box
(g) Monitor
(h) Pot
(i) Wireless AP
(j) Purse
(k) Hair dryer
(l) Spray
(m) Water bottle
(n) Medicine bottle
(o) Glass jar
(p) Paper cup
(q) Tumbler
(r) Tablet PC
(s) Smartwatch
(t) Bicycle
(u) Fire Extinguisher
(v) Stool
(w) Guitar

Fig. 10. T-SNE visualization of knock responses. Randomly selected 100 samples per object from the 20 subjects are used
(iteration=5K, perplexity=40).

each user, i.e., leave-one-user-out. The average accuracy of this leave-one-user-out (LOUO) classifier (Table 2) is
96.74% (SD=4.10%), which is comparable to the accuracy when using the individual training data (around 1.5%
degradation for the “All” case).
This result indicates that while personal dependency exists to certain extent, the knock responses are gen-

eralizable without individual training data. This result is also in line with the possibility of using others’ data.
Utilizing the already collected data by others would significantly reduce the users’ burden on data collection. This
could especially be useful for a group of users that share the specific model of an object (e.g., a coffee machine).
Building the classification model using crowdsourced knock data can facilitate deployment at scale with low
training overhead [2, 3, 13, 20]. For the rest of evaluations, we focus on the accuracy of LOUO classifiers to
remove overfitting to each user and evaluate the generalizability of Knocker.

Figure 9 shows the confusion matrix for all 23 objects with LOUO classifiers. Since we tested each object once
per user, the sum of each row is 20. The darker the cell, the higher the number. As expected, objects with similar
characteristics were sometimes misclassified as each other (e.g., (l) spray and (q) tumbler). Overall, Knocker has
high accuracy among all objects without being heavily biased to specific objects.

5.2.3 Visualization of Knock Response. To further understand how the knock responses are distinguishable
between objects, we leverage t-distributed Stochastic Neighbor Embedding (t-SNE) [27] to visualize knock
responses of different objects. T-SNE is a widely used dimensionality reduction technique for visualizing data
from a high-dimensional space to low in a way that similar points are plotted nearby. Figure 10 illustrates t-SNE
for the 23 objects, plotted with randomly selected 100 samples per object from all 20 subjects (iteration=5K,
perplexity=40).

Figure 10 intuitively shows similar objects are close to each other (e.g., (b) book holder and (v) stool, which are
both made of woods), while dissimilar objects are far from each other (e.g., (a) book and (b) book holder). Although
similar objects are adjacent to each other, intra-object points are more close to each other than inter-object
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Table 3. Average identification accuracy with different noise types. Noise levels are specified in dBA. Quiet is the same with
the leave-one-user-out case in Table 2.

Noise MagSpec LogSpec MFCC Acc. Gyro. Sound only All
Quiet (LOUO) 30-35 dBA 90.65% 88.70% 92.83% 43.26% 29.78% 95.00% 96.74%
CNN (LOUO) 50-65 dBA 92.17% 89.57% 86.09% 41.96% 27.61% 93.91% 95.43%
Music (LOUO) 65-72 dBA 88.04% 83.48% 66.74% 39.78% 27.17% 88.26% 90.22%

Table Desk Mattress Hand Lap Book holder

Fig. 11. Six underlying objects used in the experiment.

points, which enables Knocker to identify objects. The fact that inter-object variability is higher than intra-object
variability when collected from different subjects validates the generalizability of Knocker across users.

5.3 Impact of Environmental Changes
There are various noises that could degrade the performance of sound-based systems. Moreover, objects could
have different underlying surfaces (e.g., a laptop on a table or a lap) that might affect the knock responses. We
thus examined the effect of environmental changes on Knocker by noise types and underlying objects. We also
measured how much motion sensors improve the accuracy when sound features suffer from noise. Note that we
used the same LOUO classifiers trained with the 23 objects only in the quiet room.

5.3.1 Noise. We evaluated Knocker on two different noises: (i) with CNN news turned on (CNN), (ii) with pop
music turned on (Music). We played CNN and music respectively from another smartphone placed one meter
away from 23 objects with 100% volume, in the same office room. We measured the noise levels from each
environment with a decibel meter. For both environments, each participant knocked on each object once for
testing.
Table 3 reports the average accuracy with 20 users in different environments. We specify the accuracy with

each feature set in order to investigate the contribution of each feature. We observe that the louder the noise,
the worse the result. We found turning on CNN had little impact on accuracy. We attribute this result to the
dominance of the knock sound over the ambient noise, due to the short distance from the knock to the built-in
smartphone microphone.

5.3.2 Underlying objects. Objects might be placed on different objects underneath when moved. For instance, a
laptop could be on a desk or on a lap. We investigated whether the trained model on a one specific underlying
object still remains accurate on such different underlying objects. Figure 11 shows the pictures of six underlying
objects we tested. We determined the six underlying objects considering the thickness and size (a table vs. a
desk), hard and soft materials (tables vs. mattresses), and object-specific condition (e.g., laptops on a lap, books
on a book holder, etc.). We tested a subset of objects that are likely to be on each underlying objects using the
LOUO classifiers trained with 23 objects on each condition described in Figure 7. Specifically, (a) book, (d) laptop,
(j) purse, and (r) tablet PC were tested on Table, Desk, and Mattress; (a) book, (j) purse, and (r) tablet PC on Hand;
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Table 4. Average identification accuracy with six different underlying objects. Tested objects used for each condition are
specified.

MagSpec LogSpec MFCC Acc. Gyro. Sound only All
Table (a,d,j,r; LOUO) 77.50% 85.00% 71.25% 33.75% 41.25% 87.50% 93.75%
Desk (a,d,j,r; LOUO) 67.50% 80.00% 76.25% 51.25% 50.00% 76.25% 83.75%

Mattress (a,d,j,r; LOUO) 62.50% 61.25% 55.00% 12.50% 12.50% 68.75% 77.50%
Hand (a,j,r; LOUO) 65.00% 68.33% 66.67% 61.67% 43.33% 68.33% 80.00%

Lap (d; LOUO) 55.00% 50.00% 50.00% 20.00% 0.00% 70.00% 85.00%
Book holder (a; LOUO) 40.00% 25.00% 70.00% 65.00% 70.00% 35.00% 80.00%

(a), (b), (c)
Aluminum cans

(d), (e), (f)
Plastic bottles

(g), (h), (i)
Books (hardcover)

(j), (k), (l)
Books (softcover)

Fig. 12. Four similar object groups: three aluminum cans, three plastic bottles, three hardcover books and three softcover
books.

(d) laptop on Lap; and (a) book on Book holder. Similarly, each participant knocked each object once for testing
under each condition.
Table 4 shows the average accuracy with varying underlying objects. As expected, accuracy is affected by

underlying objects and shows a larger gap when tested in a more heterogeneous condition compared to the trained
condition (e.g., laptop on the table vs. on lap) Still, Knocker achieves around 80% accuracy on the six underlying
objects showing the response could be discernible under the changes of underlying objects. Specifically, although
accelerometer or gyroscope solely show relatively low accuracy, when they are combined with sound features
they actually help classification showing over 10% improvement in three cases in Table 4.

We discovered from our experiments that multimodal sensing approach of Knocker proved its worth when the
sound features on their own could not provide high accuracy. Nevertheless, testing under different conditions
from the training environment degrades the performance especially under heavy noise or underlying objects
having dissimilar matter.

5.4 Distinguishing Similar Objects
The intuition of Knocker that leverages the responses from the knock to identify objects, is that the object
composition (e.g., material, shape, etc.) is different among objects of interest. We now investigate to what extent
objects are distinguishable. We chose four groups of similar objects that have very similar characteristics. Figure 12
shows 12 objects we tested, which divided into four similar groups: aluminum cans, plastic bottles, hardcover
books and softcover books. The data collection and the test methods were the same to those of in Section 5.1 (100
knocks for training, one knock for testing in a quiet room).
The average accuracy is 92.08% for the per-user classifier and 93.33% for the leave-one-user-out classifier

(Table 5). Figure 13 shows the confusion matrix for the similar objects with LOUO classifiers. As expected, similar
objects were sometimes mistaken for each other; for instance, cans were classified as other cans with higher
probability than as bottles. Interestingly, Knocker shows high accuracy even among similar objects except for
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Table 5. Average identification accuracy for the 12 similar objects.

MagSpec LogSpec MFCC Acc. Gyro. Sound only All
Similar objects (Per-user) 89.58% 73.33% 85.00% 56.25% 40.42% 90.83% 92.08%
Similar objects (LOUO) 85.00% 77.92% 75.83% 46.25% 30.42% 90.42% 93.33%

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g) (h) (i) (j) (k) (l)

Aluminum can 1 (a) 16 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0

Aluminum can 2 (b) 0 16 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Aluminum can 3 (c) 2 2 15 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Plastic bottle 1 (d) 0 0 0 20 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Plastic bottle 2 (e) 0 0 0 0 20 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Plastic bottle 3 (f) 0 0 0 1 0 19 0 0 0 0 0 0

Book 1 (hardcover) (g) 0 0 0 0 0 0 20 0 0 0 0 0

Book 2 (hardcover) (h) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 20 0 0 0 0

Book 3 (hardcover) (i) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 20 0 0 0

Book 4 (softcover) (j) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 20 0 0

Book 5 (softcover) (k) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 18 2

Book 6 (softcover) (l) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 20

Fig. 13. Confusion matrix of similar objects with leave-one-user-out classifiers.

cans. Cans have the same material (aluminum), shape (cylinder), and content type (liquid). Cans could be in
different sizes, but size alone is not a distinctive feature for accurate classification. While Knocker shows high
accuracy among different everyday objects, it would not distinguish almost same objects with same material,
shape, content type and size. For other similar objects, the combination of even slightly different characteristics
of the objects make them distinguishable.

5.5 Power Consumption

As Knocker leverages multimodal sensing for the detection of knocks, one concern could be battery drain from
the continuous reading of IMU sensors and microphone. We analyzed the power consumption of Knocker with
Google Battery Historian [36] using the Pixel 2 prototype (described in Section 6.1). We performed a one-hour
measurement of the battery percentage consumed for each of the two states: (1) Knocker-on: when Knocker is
actively used and (2) Knocker-off : when Knocker is turned off with all other conditions being equal. For the
Knocker-on state, one of the authors knocked the objects at the rate of one knock per minute. To isolate the
amount of battery consumed by Knocker, we subtracted the measurement in the Knocker-off state from the value
in the Knocker-on state. We did not include the service launching functionality for this test because there exist a
wide array of services, and the energy consumption fluctuates depending on the service and its implementation.

The estimated battery percentage consumed by Knocker was 5.33%. Given the battery capacity of 2,700 mAh
for Pixel 2, this is around 143 mAh per hour. For comparison, the battery consumption caused by the screen with
the minimum brightness was 5.59% (150 mAh) for one hour. The main cause of battery drain is the continuous
sampling of IMU and microphone. This could be mitigated when combined with an activation feature, such as
when the phone is unlocked, or detection of the users’ grip. We report users’ feedback on the battery consumption
due to the continuous sensing in Section 7.2.
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Table 6. Average identification accuracy in the real-world experiment.

MagSpec LogSpec MFCC Acc. Gyro. Sound only All
Real-world experiment 62.84% 65.80% 71.12% 39.70% 25.16% 77.08% 83.02%

6 REAL-WORLD EXPERIMENT

We took Knocker outside the lab environment and evaluated its performance under uncontrolled real world
environments. We measure (i) real-world accuracy of Knocker, (ii) classification latency, and (iii) false posi-
tives/negatives.

6.1 Settings

We used a Pixel 2 phone using Weka machine learning toolkit [14] for implementing the Knocker online
classifier. We trained the model with the training data collected under a quiet room with the 20 users for the 23
objects from the in-lab study (Section 5.1). We recruited 10 participants (6 females; aged 20–32) and deployed the
phone for them to conduct the real-world experiment. We distributed four or five objects among the 23 objects to
the participants (for their convenience of carrying objects considering the volume and weight) and each object was
tested by two participants. Each participant tested the objects with the prototype in five different environments
in diverse indoor and outdoor environments based on their daily routine. The environments included residential
areas (house kitchen, living room, dormitory room, dormitory lounge, etc.), study/work places (seminar and
lecture rooms, library, auditorium, corridor, lobby, elevator, parking lot, etc.), eating places (cafe, snack bar,
restaurants, etc.), sports and cultural activity areas (gym, indoor basketball court, outdoor soccer field, lakeside,
Roman theatre, instrumental practice room, etc.), transportation (in a bus or taxi, street, and bus stops), etc. These
environmental changes naturally involve factors that could affect the performance of Knocker such as noise types
(people speaking, music, vehicles, etc.), underlying objects (desk, floor, chair, hand, etc.), echoic characteristics
(room, outdoor, etc.), and so on. We ensured that the environments were different from the data collection site
and there were no identical environments. The users tested the objects five times per environment. Note that
we did not give a specific guideline for knocking except for the knock area, and thus the participants knocked
naturally with their preference (e.g., knock speed and strength). To prevent performing similar knocks, there was
an intentional break between knocks and the users did not test the same object in a row. In total, we evaluated
1,150 real-world knocks (50 per object) from 10 users in 50 different environments.

6.2 Results
6.2.1 Accuracy. Table 6 shows the accuracy for the real-world experiment among ten users. Since there were
various factors that degrade the performances of Knocker in diverse environments, the accuracy of Knocker in the
real-world (83.02%) was lower than in the quiet room (96.74% for LOUO in Table 2). Note that while accelerometer
and gyroscope features by themselves could not achieve high accuracy, they boosted the accuracy of around 6%
when they revwere combined with the sound features.

Figure 14 shows the confusion matrix for the real-world experiment. We found that smaller objects that are
often used on a surface are susceptible to the underlying object changes (e.g., book, mirror, and router) as the
sound features generated from the objects are screened by the sound generated from the underlying object.
But we believe users would not often change the underlying surface for the objects, as we usually put these
objects in a certain fixed position. For these objects, additional training data for the position would improve the
performance at a similar rate to Figure 8.
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g) (h) (i) (j) (k) (l) (m) (n) (o) (p) (q) (r) (s) (t) (u) (v) (w)

Book (a) 25 1 0 0 0 5 0 0 0 16 0 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Book holder (b) 0 46 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0

Coffee machine (c) 0 0 33 0 4 0 1 0 0 1 0 3 4 0 0 0 1 0 0 2 1 0 0

Laptop (d) 0 0 1 39 0 0 1 0 0 4 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0

Mirror (e) 0 1 11 0 19 0 6 0 0 0 2 3 0 1 0 0 3 1 0 0 0 3 0

Tissue box (f) 0 0 0 0 0 47 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Monitor (g) 2 1 0 0 5 0 40 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Pot (h) 0 0 0 0 2 0 7 41 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Router (i) 0 0 7 3 1 0 8 0 29 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

Purse (j) 2 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 45 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0

Hair dryer (k) 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 48 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

Spray (l) 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 46 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

Water bottle (m) 0 0 0 0 0 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 40 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0

Medicine bottle (n) 0 1 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 47 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Glass jar (o) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 49 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0

Paper cup (p) 2 0 0 0 3 6 0 0 0 1 0 0 4 1 0 33 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Tumbler (q) 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 48 0 0 0 0 0 0

Tablet PC (r) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 50 0 0 0 0 0

Smartwatch (s) 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 2 0 0 46 0 0 0 0

Bicycle (t) 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 45 0 0 0

Fire extinguisher (u) 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 46 0 0

Stool (v) 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 44 0

Guitar (w) 0 3 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 43

Fig. 14. Confusion matrix of 23 objects for the real-world experiment. Rows are actual classes and columns are predicted
classes.

6.2.2 Latency. We evaluated the time taken from the knock to the completion of the classification on the online
classifier. We logged the time taken for each step of the Knocker’s pipeline and averaged over all knocks in the
real-world experiment. It took 140 ms for buffering the sensor values and validating the knock, 37 ms for feature
extraction, and 50 ms for the classification. To sum up, the end-to-end latency was around 229 ms.
After the real-world experiment, we conducted a post user survey to further understand whether Knocker

provides real-time interaction. We asked the participants “Does Knocker provide real-time interaction service?”
and got answers in Likert scale (1: Strongly disagree; 5: Strongly agree). All participants reported no perceived
delay with the average score of 5 points. Some participants mentioned “I did not perceive any delay at all.” and “it
is a lot faster than manually looking for apps and services.” We believe around 229 ms delay does not hinder
user’s experience for real-time interaction with objects through Knocker. The nearly perceived delay of Knocker
offers the advantage of quick interaction compared to existing approaches such as speech input for which users
have to go through the at least a few seconds sequence of saying "Hey Google/Siri", waiting and checking if their
assistant is awaken, and speaking the full-sentence command.

6.2.3 False Positives & Negatives. Minimizing false positives and negatives is important for the usability of
Knocker. Knocker could falsely trigger (false positive), for example when a user makes hand gestures with the
smartphone in hand in a noisy setting. This unwanted activation could harm the user experience. User experience
with Knocker would also be unpleasant if it is not triggered when a user knocks on an object (false negative).

We recorded false positives and negatives during the real-world experiment where natural activities were
involved such as different physical activities (walking, taking stairs, and riding a bicycle, bus, and taxi), different
phone locations (in hand, inside a pocket, or in a bag), actions of putting down the phone, etc. There was one
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false positive from one user out of the 10 participants during a total of 386 minutes experiment. This result shows
that Knocker works well under various everyday activities and our knock validation algorithm is effective. There
were 33 false negatives among 1,150 trials (2.8%). This was largely due to different knock strengths from different
users as Knocker uses predefined thresholds for detecting knocks, which is configurable.

7 DISCUSSION
We discuss limitations of Knocker and suggest future work.

7.1 Knock Area
We assumed in our experiments that each object has an area to be knocked with practical considerations (e.g.,
the grip for a pot). This assumption requires less training data and simplifies the model compared with using the
whole body of objects as the knock area, as different part of an object could generate different responses from the
knocks (e.g., the body versus the cap of a water bottle). However, users might prefer to knock different areas.
We performed another experiment with 20 participants to understand where the users prefer to knock and

whether they are different from our predefined areas. After a brief explanation of how Knocker works to each
participant, we asked them to knock the 23 objects with the instruction to “knock this object as if you initiate the
interaction with the object” and compared where they knocked on each object. Among all trials, 68% (315/460)
matched our predefined knock areas. We also measured the degree of knock area variability among users by
recording the unique areas knocked by users. The median value of the number of knocked areas for objects is
2 (min: 1 in the glass jar; max: 5 in the bicycle and guitar). This result shows the variability of knock areas is
limited, and it is possible to use the entire body as the knock area by collecting training data from each part
of the objects. Moreover, we could leverage the different responses from the same object for a new interesting
application: mapping different applications for each part of an object.

7.2 Always Listening
As Knocker continuously listens for the sensor inputs, there could be privacy and energy concerns for the
always-listening system. After the real-world experiment (Section 6), we asked participants how they thought
about the device always listening. Prior to asking questions, we briefly explained Knocker’s working mechanism
of continuously listening with microphone, accelerometer, and gyroscope. We asked two possible user concerns
regarding continuous listening: privacy and energy consumption. After obtaining their opinion, we also asked
their willingness to use Knocker despite the concerns in the Likert scale (1-5).
Participants’ willingness was 4.00 in the average Likert point (SD=0.67). The priority between privacy and

energy consumption varied by participants, and some did not care about either issues considering the usefulness
of Knocker. People who were less concerned with battery drain were those who “have the phone always charged.”
Regarding privacy, participants were fine as long as the microphone recordings are not saved or transferred
to the server. Some participants noted that the always-listening mechanism is similar to the existing voice
control systems. Several participants mentioned if there is an on-off feature for Knocker, both concerns would be
mitigated.

7.3 Content Amount
Since Knocker identifies objects by analyzing distinctive knock response from the objects, it could be challenging
to accurately identify objects that could have variation in themselves, such as changes of the amount of content.
We observed that knock responses are slightly different when the content amount varies (e.g., the amount of
pills in a medicine bottle changes). For these objects, the current prototype of Knocker would fail to consistently
identify them correctly. Similarly to Snap-To-It [6] that updates the classifier with newly collected data, gradually
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improving the model could enable identifying such gradually changing objects. Predicting the content amount by
analyzing the different response could be an interesting future work.

7.4 Damaging the Phone
One might be concerned that knocking on objects could damage the smartphone (and the objects). In our
experiments, no smartphone was damaged. We believe the manufacturers make smartphones durable, even
withstanding a free-fall test. Nevertheless, covering the smartphone with a case would ease such concern. Two of
the authors performed a pilot study where we trained and tested with a smartphone covered in a slim rubber
case in the quiet room setting, and the averaged accuracy was 99.1%.

7.5 User Experience Study
In this paper, we focus on the technical aspect of object identification with a commodity smartphone and suggest
possible applications of Knocker. As future work, studying the user interaction occurring after identification would
add valuable insights on how users actually utilize Knocker in daily life. For example, it would be interesting to
discover for what objects and functionalities people prefer to use Knocker over other methods; whether users want
to distinguish two object instances of the same model; and how users feel about the training process. For a specific
group of users such as visually impaired people, Knocker could open a new possibility to retrieve information
from and interact with objects, since vision-based methods suffer from the camera alignment issue [17].

8 CONCLUSION
Knocker is a novel object identification system that only requires a smartphone knock. It does not rely on object
augmentation or specialized hardware. Empowered with smartphone sensor fusion and machine learning, it
achieved 98% accuracy in a quiet room when tested with 23 objects. We demonstrated the uniqueness of knock
responses among different users through leave-one-user-out classifiers.

When the Knocker prototype was further tested in the real world where various types of noise and underlying
objects changes were naturally involved, it still provided a reasonable accuracy of 83% showing the effectiveness
of multimodal sensing with a latency of 229 ms. As our fully functional applications demonstrate, Knocker
enables new convenient interaction method with everyday objects without having to manually provide input
to the smartphone. Since Knocker can be used by people who have access to smartphones and can knock, we
expect it could be an easily and widely deployable system for object identification and interactions.
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